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PUBLISHER’S 
NOTE
SPRING IS HERE! 
 
Boy, I never thought  
the snow would melt... 
But the weather has  
finally turned and 
SPRING is HERE to 
stay!  And when Spring 
comes I can't wait to get 
back to the great out-
doors and to my favorite activities like  
taking long walks, riding my bike or even kayaking 
the Delaware River.  But with Spring comes that pesky 
Spring Cleaning TO-DO list.  Here are just a few of  
the things I know I need to address before I can start  
to enjoy this beautiful time of the year:  Cleaning my 
screens and windows, landscape and mulch my  
garden beds, maintaining my A/C unit, clean my  
outdoor furniture and grill, and replacing my outdoor 
lights with LED bulbs for efficiency are just some of 
the things that need attention once the weather turns.  
 
In this issue of Your Home Remodel Magazine, we  
will focus on Outdoor Living products, Hardscaping, 
Kitchen Remodel, plus Pool Ideas and more. And if 
you are looking to get any remodeling, renovations, 
outdoor furniture or accessories, please start with the 
businesses showcased in this issue of Your Home  
Remodel Magazine.  
 
Until next time...Stay safe and well my friends and 
enjoy this beautiful weather! 
 
Thanks for Reading!

Tina DeSantis Perrotta 
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief 
Tina@YHRMAG.com
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The warm weather is here and that means it’s time to re-
fresh your home and nothing gives your home a more 
complete transformation like a newly remodeled kitchen. 
Bella Casa Kitchen & Bath in Allentown is ready 
to help you get the kitchen you always 
dreamed of, from design to installation. 
 
Imagine having the space to entertain 
your family, indulge your passion 
for baking, or just walk in every 
morning and be instantly wowed 
for years to come. Your kitchen is 
the heart of your home and the best 
place to invest for the most return. 
A new kitchen retains its value for 
years while enhancing your enjoy-
ment and being the spot where some 
of your family’s most treasured memo-
ries are made. 
 
Bella Casa’s experienced design team offers insight 

from their many years transforming kitchens. They can 
recommend solutions to your kitchen’s current design 
with digital models that help you visualize your new 

kitchen. Here are some of today’s popular remod-
eling elements worth considering. 

 
Go Big on Your Island 

Finding room for an expanded island 
can open your kitchen’s possibilities 
for seating and storage. “When the 
space allows, double islands are  
a must,” explains Faye Motsenigos, 
Owner of Bella Casa. “You can use 
one for prep and the other for  
seating/entertaining.” She advises 

clients to include plenty of seating 
and add conveniences, like charging 

drawers with usb ports for phones. The 
island has replaced the kitchen desk and 

can become the family hub for impromptu 
meetings and homework along with all the usual 

kitchen prep. 

BRING YOUR DREAM KITCHEN TO LIFE...  

Beautiful additions
 with these Photos courtesy of  

Bella Casa Kitchen & Bath
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Trending Cabinets Combine Function & Style 
Today’s styles offer something for everyone from warm 
and welcoming to bold and modern. “Wood tones are 
coming back and the stain selections are endless. Walnut 
wood is on the rise,” explains Motsenigos, “whether it’s in 
the form of floating shelves, an island or hood, walnut 
wood adds warmth like no other wood. Dark bold colors 
(think black, grey, burgundy, dark blue) can give a luxuri-
ous feel while pops of color (red, bright blue, greens, yel-
low) can be fun.” She adds that for a sleek look the 
combination of a slab door and a marble look quartz coun-
tertop can be quite stunning. 
 
Countertops Set the Mood 
Bella Casa installs gorgeous countertops for their clients, 
including popular options like granite, and quartz.  Mot-
senigos says the look of marble is always popular and eas-
ily achievable with quartz, which mimics its crisp white 
color with gray veining but offers greater durability. Wa-
terfall designs that go down the side of a counter or island 
are very hot right now and give an especially high-end feel 
to any kitchen. A popular trend Motsenigos says is going 
into more new kitchens are pop-up receptacles. These can 
be installed into the countertop to blend right in, eliminat-
ing the need to have them at eye-level on your backsplash.  
 
Vinyl Makes a Comeback 
Motsenigos reports more homeowners wanting floors that 
match from room to room on their main living space. She 

Cont’d on pg. 12 444 Photos courtesy of  Bella Casa Kitchen & Bath
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RESOURCE 
Bella Casa Kitchen & Bath 

1812 W. Tilghman Street 
Allentown, PA 

Showroom Hours: 
Monday - Friday: 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
610-433-9800 

bellacasakitchenandbath.com 

Tips for Getting Your Dream Kitchen Makeover 
 
n Visit a Showroom for Ideas 
The perfect way to start your kitchen remodel is to visit a kitchen showroom where you can get a feel for the 
styles and layouts you like best. Bella Casa features a full showroom at their Allentown headquarters that’s ready 
to give you in-person inspiration. 
 
n Maximize Your Space 
Bella Casa has been designing and installing kitchens for over 15 years in the Lehigh Valley. They know all the 
tricks to take full advantage of your space to create efficient cooking flow (take away those unnecessary steps 
from the stove to the fridge) and create a warm, welcome vibe that includes all the practicalities we want everyday 
— hello hideaway trash can and sliding spice drawer. 
 
n  Get Creative with Your Budget 
Another tip from Bella Casa, consult the pros because they’ll help guide you on where you can save on costs and 
where to splurge. Bella Casa offers strategies for stretching a budget to achieve the look you were dreaming of, 
be focusing on the elements that make the most impact. 
 
n  Visualize Your New Kitchen 
Ready for a 3D Virtual Reality Tour of your new kitchen? With Bella Casa’s cutting-edge design technology, you 
can “see” your new kitchen before the Bella Casa team even begins renovations. All it takes is for you to set up 
a consultation to begin on the road to your new remodeled dream kitchen .

especially popular. “Patterned tiles can make a 
dramatic statement, it’s perfect for a super-clean 
style kitchen and gives the perfect pop of color 
and design. Full backsplashes that match the 
counter surface are on trend as well,” says Mot-
senigos. 
 
Pantry Perfect 
Who hasn’t this year experienced the challenge of 
more groceries (and baking supplies) than places 
to store them? Overstuffed cabinets lead to stress 
and wasted time. And that’s where a pantry 
comes in to bring order and peace to the current 
kitchen chaos. Even if your current space lacks 
one, there may be creative ways to find the space 
to include it in your remodel. n

says that makes LVT (luxury vinyl tile) a popular material for its 
durability and cost. “High quality LVT can get you the look of hard-
wood with durability and at a cost-effective price. It’s amazing how 
much it resembles real wood once installed.” She says hardwood 
floors are still a popular choice, especially with painted cabinets. “A 
benefit of hardwood is the ability to refinish. Many clients have ex-
isting wood flooring that they want to incorporate into their new 
kitchen. We can install unfinished wood in the kitchen and refinish 
and stain everything the same.” 
 
Bold Backsplashes 
Aptly named, this is a spot that offers the opportunity to give a  
big splash of style to your kitchen remodel. Small format tiles  
(think penny-sized), elongated hexagons, and patterned tiles are  

333Cont’d from pg. 11
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Before you know it, it will be time to start enjoying your 
backyard! And there’s no better place to start than from the 
ground up. Hardscaping gives you the canvas to create 
beautiful patios, walkways, and seating areas and so much 
more. It’s the first and most important step in creating the 
outdoor living you have always wanted. Basically hard-
scaping covers all the man-made features of your landscape 
design. Think patios and pathways but also fireplaces, grill 
stations and outdoor kitchens, retaining walls, and built-in 
seating areas. Considering adding some more elements to 
your landscape to fully maximize your entertaining possi-
bilities? Make this the year your outdoor living space 
reaches it’s full potential. A great place to start is by con-
sulting with a hardscaping professional. They can provide 
a consultation which covers all of the possibilities your 
backyard holds. Having a professional design and install 
your hardscaping is the best way to get your project exactly  

the way you would like it to be and to ensure that it lasts 
for many years to come. 
 
Gorgeous Hardscaping Materials 
There’s a multitude of materials to consider, depending 
on personal style and durability needs. A hardscaping 
contractor can steer you to the best options for your  
home, but in general, these are some of the most popu-
lar options:  
 
Pavers 
Pavers are uniformly made to offer unlimited flooring 
and building possibilities. They are available in a variety 
of materials, from natural stone to brick. The most com-
mon and versatile is the concrete paver. Today, you can 
find concrete pavers that mimic the look of more expen-
sive natural stone and bluestone. 

Hardscaping Brings Rustic 
Beauty to The Outdoors!

Cont’d on pg. 16 444
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Bluestone 
Native to the area, bluestone comes in both paver form and 
natural cut with more irregular shapes. It’s a premium ma-
terial, which means you’ll need to factor in cost if you are 
using it in a large area. With cool, deep gray/blue tones, it 
provides a classic look. Natural variations infuse some 
pieces with an almost marble-like tone of rust, lavender, 
and silver. Benefits include durability, smoothness while 
providing ample traction. 
 
Brick 
Providing a sturdy floor, brick is a classic hardscaping op-
tion that never seems to go out of style. Some of the popular 
ways to use it include herringbone pathways and circular 
patio designs. It can provide good drainage and comes in a 
variety of shades. 
 
Stamped Concrete 
Concrete has become popular recently because of the dec-
orative options that are available beyond just the traditional 
beige/gray. Stamped concrete is a method of applying col-
oring in patterns to replicate the look of other, more expen-
sive stones. The detailing will need to be touched up 
regularly as the sun and weather will cause the stamping 
to disappear. There’s also staining and texturizing options 
available to give concrete a custom look. 
 

Create Beautiful Backyard Areas  
with Hardscaping 
Outdoor Living Room 
Before you can start dreaming of installing a lavish outdoor 
living room, you’ll want to have the perfect flooring in-
stalled for those spaces. Level and even outdoor floors give 
you the first step to maximizing your yard’s entertainment 
potential. Covered outdoor living rooms can feature more 
delicate hardscaping options, because they won’t be sub-
jected to the elements like other spaces. Here’s where 
stamped concrete might be a great option. 
 

333Cont’d from pg. 15
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A Patio for Dining 
Your outdoor patio can host many wonderful events 
throughout the year. Just make sure you leave enough 
space for a dining table and guest movement. It’s always 
better to add in a few extra square feet to your design to 
accommodate larger crowds and give everyone elbow 
room. You can create a natural look with irregular cut stone 
or choose a more uniform look with pavers. Look into both 
large format pavers and smaller options to see what fits 
best with your home’s style. 
 
A Hardscape Grill Station 
If you’re looking for a compact and cost-effective alterna-
tive to the fully appointed outdoor kitchen, a hardscape 
grill station might be just the thing. Creating a rustic, nat-
ural feel, stone and pavers are stacked to build a beautiful 
place to set a grill. Topped with slab stone, they can be out-
fitted to include shelf spaces and prep countertops. 
 
Fire Features 
Nothing says family fun like sitting around a fire, making 
S’mores, sipping cocoa and relaxing well past sunset. You 
don’t need to find a campground to make these memories 
happen. Fire features are widely popular and a hardscap-
ing pro can make it come to life quickly in your yard. 

Fire Pits 
There are many hardscaping options for fire pits. You can 
choose from already designed sizes in both circles and 
squares or have your hardscaper create a custom look. Fire 
pits can be made out of concrete pavers, stone, or brick. Use 
the same hardscaping material for your groundcover to cre-
ate a sleek, uniformed look. These pits are typically con-
nected to a gas supply line, so that they fire up the minute 
you click “on.” This offers the added convenience of not 
needing to build a fire or continuously replace your supply 
of firewood. Fire pits can be outfitted with beautiful stone 
covers that allow them to double as an elegant coffee table 
when not in use. Consider adding a hardscape sitting area 
that encloses the fire pit area, for an especially cozy feel. 
 
Fireplaces 
Outdoor fireplaces have really gained popularity. If you’ve 
always longed to sit by a fireplace but it’s not a possibility 
inside your home, an outdoor option is easy to achieve. Not 
only do they elevate the space, giving a grand impression, 
but they’ll make any space look bigger by drawing the eye 
up. Add in a stone hearth to provide extra seating/decorat-
ing space. Fireplaces can be custom-built by your hard-
scaper or you can choose from a selection of designs. Add 
in a pizza oven or nooks for storing wood. The stone used 
can be set in decorative patterns to provide a truly breath-

Cont’d on pg. 18444
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Go Vertical for an 
Elevated Style 

Think about the gorgeous outdoor resorts you’ve 
visited and hardscaping probably played a big role 
in creating that gorgeous getaway look. Retaining 
walls can add dimension to your living space, 
offering elegant privacy and additional seating 
with built-in benches. Add in built-in lighting and 
sconces to create a finished feel. Retaining walls 
can give an intimate, grotto feel to any patio. 
While wooden decks require continual refinishing, 
stone patios are low maintenance and sturdy. 
Using the same material for your walls and patio 
will give your space a high-end, streamlined look. 
Hardscaping is an art where technique and crafts-
manship can really show. That’s why it’s a great 
idea to leave hardscaping to the pros. They’ll 
install quickly and efficiently and you won’t have 
to worry about lugging tons of heavy stone home 
from a shopping trip. Hardscaping contractors 
will also offer ingenious design options, you 
didn’t know were a possibility for your outdoor 
living space.

 RESOURCES 
G. Contracting

and Design
610.849.3946

gcontracting.com

Sequoia Out Back 
215-368-RAIL (7245)
215-918-DECK (3325)

decksupplies.com

taking focal point that’s now a must-have in any fully 
appointed outdoor living space. 

Driveways 
Nothing sets a home apart from the crowd like the breathtak-
ing look of a hardscape driveway. If your driveway is in 
disrepair and you’re looking to upgrade, investing in brick or 
pavers for this space is the way to go. And there are benefits 
beyond the aesthetic value. Cobblestone or concrete pavers 
are actually stronger and will hold up longer than poured 
concrete or asphalt. And they’re easier to maintain with simply 
swapping out damaged pieces rather than having to repair 
large cracks. 

Walkways 
Hardscape walkways are the essential element that connect 
your spaces together. They can give you that beautiful curb 
appeal and raise your property’s value with their polished 
look. It’s important to make these paths easy to walk on, so 
even stones and pavers should be used rather than uneven cut 
stone or cobble n 

www.stella.desantis@opco.com
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Decks, railings, outdoor furniture, outdoor kitchens and 
grills, hardscaping...the list of what Sequoia Supply and 
Sequoia Out Back offer for your outdoor living space 
could go on and on. The company, with its massively ex-
pansive showroom in Hatfield on Route 309, has experi-
enced enormous growth and success over the years, due 
to their exceptional reputation for great customer service, 
speed and reliability. 
 
Originally, Sequoia Supply was founded in 1996 by John 
Keller who at the time owned Eagle Construction. A com-
pany that specialized in both deck and patio construction. 
Out of a need for deck supplies, Keller started a ware-
house of deck and rail materials that soon became popu-
lar with other deck contractors wanting quality materials 
in a timely fashion. From there, Sequoia Supply was born. 
Afterall, with the demand for deck materials continuing 
to increase from his deck contractors, it made perfect 
sense. 
 
In 2009, Sequoia Supply branched out with a second  
location, Sequoia Out Back, an outdoor living superstore 
in Hatfield, on Route 309, which features an elaborate 
showroom filled with all the inspiration you could want 

for your perfect outdoor living setting. Carrying every-
thing from outdoor furniture, fire pits and outdoor 
kitchens to windows, doors and hardscaping, customers 
have been able to transform their outdoor living spaces 
from a visit to Sequoia Out Back’s showroom. 
 
Decks and Railings 
Sequoia Supply is known as America’s Decksperts® for 
good reason. Having one of the nation’s leading retailers 
of decking and railing supplies right in Lehigh Valley’s 
backyard with Sequoia Supply gives homeowners expan-
sive choices. Supplying to both professional deck builders 
and do-it-yourselfers, Sequoia stocks everything you need 
to build a deck, including hundreds of choices in the latest 
composite decking and railing supplies, the highest-qual-
ity #1 grade Pressure Treated decking and framing lum-
ber, as well as, all the tools and hardware anyone would 
need to build the perfect deck. 
 
Sequoia specializes in providing the very latest low  
maintenance, highly durable, engineered composite deck-
ing from the most respected names in the industry includ-
ing: Azek, TimberTech, Trex, Fiberon, Zuri, Fairway 
Vinyl, Wolf Decking and many more to choose from.  

A Showroom 
Like No OtherPhoto courtesy of  Sequoia Out Back
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We asked John Keller about the benefits of using com-
posite decking. “A composite deck is splinter free, mold 
resistant, scratch resistant, fade resistant, and stain resist-
ant. “After all, you don’t build a deck so that you can 
spend all of your free time working on it! You build it to 
relax on it and enjoy it!” 
 
With so many deck 
material options to 
choose from, Keller 
invites anyone con-
sidering adding or re-
modeling a deck to 
visit their showroom 
where their decking 
and rail experts can 
explain the features 
and benefits of each 
composite option. 
They’ll also give you 
great advice for se-
lecting the right rails, 
trim and lighting, all key features that transform a back-
yard into an outdoor retreat. 

Outdoor Living 
Speaking of outdoor retreats, there simply is nothing like 
visiting Sequoia Out Back’s showroom and retail center 
when you’re shopping for your exterior rooms. The area’s 
largest outdoor-living showroom features more than 
30,000 square feet of deck and patio displays that you can 

browse, walk on, sit on, 
and imagine your ideal 
outdoor oasis com-
plete. Fire pits and out-
door fireplaces are one 
of the most requested 
outdoor living features 
and Sequoia has hun-
dreds of styles and 
sizes to choose from 
with many of them on 
display and burning in 
the showroom! You 
can also pick out your 
perfect relaxation spot 
from the hundreds of 

long-lasting, stylish, quality choices in outdoor furniture 
by some of the finest names in the industry including: 

Cont’d on pg. 22 444
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Gensun, Lane Venture, Pride,  
Tropitone, Woodard, Winston,  
Telescope, North Cape Interna-
tional, Breezesta, and more. 
 
Hardscaping 
Of course no patio project can begin 
without the right foundation and 
Sequoia has many options to choose 
from with a variety of colors, styles, 
and patterns of bricks, blocks, and 
pavers by industry-leader Unilok 
and others to complement any sur-
rounding architecture. Their land-
scape experts can help you plan 
which will best fit your project, 
budget, style and future goals. 

Keller points out that it’s impor-
tant to always consider your fu-
ture plans when designing your 
hardscaping. “You may only be 
planning to put in a patio now, 
but your future plans might 
include a barbeque, pond, 
kitchen, bar, or walkway. Meas-
ures need to be taken in order to 
incorporate those elements and 
make them flow together.” 
 
With Sequoia Out Back offer-
ing everything imaginable for 
outdoor enjoyment with out-
door furniture, fire pits, grills 
and smokers and Sequoia  
Supply as one of the nation's 
leading retailers of deck and 
railing supplies, Sequoia offers 
everything you need to turn 
your backyard dreams into 
your own outdoor oasis! n 
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It’s about to get very sunny here in the Lehigh Valley and 
to fully enjoy your backyard, there’s one easy solution: a 
retractable awning. You won’t have to worry about the 
weather ruining your outdoor entertaining on your deck, 
porch, or patio with a motorized retractable awning from 
Designer Awnings. Ready to create a personal retreat with 
a retractable awning that blocks sun and rain and keeps 
you enjoying your outdoor space? 
 
Designer Awnings has been serving the Lehigh Valley 
community for 22 years and has been a Sunesta® Re-

tractable Awning authorized dealer for the last 21 years. 
Owner, Dario Tiberii says they have a great history with 
Sunesta®, the preeminent retractable awning company in 
the US. In fact, Designer Awnings was ranked the number 
two dealer in the entire country by Sunesta® in 2020. Their 
fantastic year continued with customer demand doubling 
in the last year. Designer Awnings is proud to be the ex-
clusive dealers for Sunesta® throughout Lehigh and 
Northampton counties.   
 
Sunesta® is celebrating their 40th year of business and is 
the only awning in the country to offer a lifetime frame 
warranty. Tiberii explains what makes Sunesta® so special, 
“On retractable awnings, the strength comes from the ca-
bles that run through the arms of the awning. Sunesta® 
makes the only four cable arm system in the country. That 
gives us the largest width projections available. We can 
go up to 40 feet wide, with projections up to 14 feet eight 
inches.” 
 
Retractable Awnings Include Many Features 
The fully motorized awning means you’ll never have to 
lift a finger to open or close your awning. Designer 
Awning’s retractable awnings have a smart feature as 

brings
to the Lehigh ValleyFun & Shade
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“They’re designed to be open at 25-mile an hour winds. A 
lot of people think that it's just too windy, But they hold 
up! After 20 years of using mine, I don't have any issues.” 
In fact, most homeowners can expect the lifespan of their 
awning fabrics to last between 15-20 years. 
 
Retractable Screens & Shades   
Beyond awnings, Designer Awnings also offer retractable 
screens and shades. For a covered porch or gazebo, these 
fully automated products give you instant shade or pro-
tection from the elements. Retractable screens are a great 
option for outdoor kitchens and dining spaces to keep un-
invited pests from crashing the party. These options give 
you the flexibility to create a three-season room. It’s an 
easy way to make an outdoor space into that extra room 
of your house. 
 
Designer Awnings  
welcomes homeowners to 
request a free estimate by 
visiting their website  
www.designerawnings.com 
or by calling 610-433-7515 n 

well. There’s an app for your awning, that allows you to 
operate your awning or retractable screens from a mobile 
device (there’s also a remote). Dimmable LED lights add 
a beautiful ambiance to every Sunesta® awning.    
 
While being 100%.customizable to the exact size a home-
owner needs, their retractable awnings include four 
frame colors to choose from (white, brown, beige and 
clay) and over 150 acrylic fabric options. 
 
Impressively, Tiberii points out another quality that sets 
Sunesta® apart from all other retractable awnings in the 
country. “We passed the Miami-Dade Building Code, 
which basically means, our awnings withstood 45-mile 
an hour winds.” Not only have they been tested to the 
strong Florida winds, but Sunesta® also features the Skin 
Cancer Seal of approval for the extensive sun protection 
their awning fabrics offer.  
 
A retractable awning is an investment in the value of 
your home, one that you can enjoy throughout the year. 
“I always say that about 50% of the money will go to-
wards resale property,” explains Tiberii. “It adds a lot of 
character and makes a home more sellable, when you 
tour a home that has a beautiful patio and awning for 
shade, it's definitely a selling feature.” 
 
When you choose Designer Awning, you’re working 
with a local, family business. Tiberii is proud to share that 
his team includes his wife and son-in-law. Tiberii adds 
that he truly enjoys hearing homeowners, who used to 
complain that their deck or patio was too hot to enjoy, 
now raving about how much time they’re now spending 
enjoying their backyard.  
 
He’s also proud of their installation time. You can have a 
new retractable awning installed from Designer Awnings 
in less than two hours! Tiberii explains that the installa-
tion process is simple and the awning can be mounted 
on either a home’s wall or roof.  
 
Contrary to what many homeowners have been told, the 
Sunesta® retractable awning can be used in the rain. 

RESOURCE 
Designer Awnings 

610-433-7515  
designerawnings.com

www.designerawnings.com
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Smart Lighting 
LED technology has given us some 

amazing ways to have fun with 
pool lighting and it pays to take 
full advantage of all the op-
tions. Pool lights now can 
change to a variety of different 
colors, and be energy efficient 
all at the same time. It’s amaz-
ing to see the difference pool 

lighting can have on any type of 
pool. It can turn your pool into a 

breathtaking resort with just the 
right lighting. 

 

Built-In Ledges and Bars 
Pools were meant for socializing 
and can make your pool parties 
the talk of the town when you 
include built-in ledges and a 
bar into your pool design. Sun 
decks are a great way to incor-
porate poolside seating into 
your pool and how much fun 
would it be to bring an island-
style retreat to your backyard, 
with a table top, benches,  
and bar stools built right into  
your pool. 
 

f you’re considering adding a pool to your backyard this season or 
in the near future, we’ve got a fun list to get your creativity  
flowing. Today’s pools are designed to gel with the rest of your backyard 

living space and bring beauty, fun and functionality to your outdoors.
I
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Dark Color Interiors 
Ever see a pool that looks more like a lagoon and think 
how beautiful and mystical it looks. There’s no magic se-
cret to achieving this look in your own pool. All it takes 
is a dark interior pool finish and you can have that cus-
tom lagoon style pool to enjoy. And.aside from the beau-
tiful aesthetics, dark color interior pools will also retain 
heat better. Perfect for us who live in the Northeast. 
 
Automation 
If you love your home automation, why not bring the 
same ease of automation to your outdoor pool. Auto-
mated cleaning and filtration systems may be a small in-
vestment but they will pay off over the long run by being 
energy efficient and by keeping your water quality  
consistently maintained throughout the pool season  
and year. 
 
Shallow Pools 
Every pool has a shallow end, but now pools are being 
designed specifically to be shallow. This trending pool 
option means less excavation and construction cost and 
less maintenance over the long-haul. A shallow pool can 
function from a tanning ledge (don’t forget the sunscreen, 
friends) to an attractive kiddie pool. Naturally, this won’t 
work for people who want a pool for workouts and 
heavy swimming, but if you’re more interested in loung-

ing and cooling off, this could be the solution to getting 
the pool you’ve always dreamed of having. 
 
Plunge Pools 
Similar to shallow pools, plunge pools are a great alterna-
tive when you want to add a pool to your backyard, but 
don’t have the square footage for a full size pool. Unlike a 
shallow pool, plunge pools are deep, so you can be com-
pletely submerged. Great for small spaces, plunge pools 
are primarily used for two main activities. Relaxation, 
lounging poolside or taking a dip, a great spot for your 
family to unwind and enjoy. And Aquatic Rehabilitation, 

Cont’d on pg. 30 444
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cleaner requires no manual labor and is powered by  
an energy efficient motor. Robotic Pool Cleaners can be  
expensive, but are a worthy investment. Even if you have 
the dirtiest pool, they will scrub off the debris to make 
your pool as good as new. 
 
Natural Pool Alternative - Salt Water 
If you haven’t considered a salt water pool while thinking 
about pool design, do yourself a favor and check out this 
exciting option. Salt water systems have been gaining pop-
ularity in recent years and are a great energy efficient so-
lution. A salt water system uses salt, much like the ocean, 
to keep bacteria out of the water. It is also less harsh to 
your skin and eyes, and even your swimsuit. Weigh your 
options before making a decision, while salt water systems 
may help eliminate or reduce bacteria in a pool, they can 
be a slight pricier alternative to a chlorine pool. If any of 
these trends have caught your attention, it’s definitely 
worth mentioning to your local pool professional. Many 
are an easy add-on to a 
pool construction project 
and your pool profes-
sional can help you de-
sign your pool to get all 
the features you want on 
your pool checklist n
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RESOURCES 
MPS Custom Pools 

484-866-0561 
MPSCustomPools.com

for low-impact exercise, where you can add resistance jet 
machines turning your plunge pool into a useful space 
for swim training, exercise, and rehabilitation.  
 
Robotic Pool Cleaners 
A robotic pool cleaner has made the task of pool cleaning 
less of a hassle for homeowners. Today, these handy ro-
bots suction up large and small debris from pools and 
walls in a most efficient manner, leaving your pool water 
crystal clear so that you and your family can spend the 
summer in a hygienically clean pool. A robotic pool 

wwwkeystonegutterhelmet.com
www.mpscustompools.com
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